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What is XiploTeq?
XiploTeq is a mobile banking solution that
makes transacting easy. It allows anyone in the
world to make transactions on their mobile
device or with a card, instantly. It doesn’t
matter if you’re in a sophisticated, first world
environment or in a rural area without nearby
banking facilities.
As long as there is internet connectivity, transactions can be made. The app is available to
existing banks or as standalone software for
retailers, small businesses, organisations and
individuals.

Over the past few years XiploTeq has stayed
ahead of the mobile banking technology software by continuously updating its software and
systems to match and exceed what large
mobile network operators are able to offer
their customers.
The app is also customizable and its
far-reaching functionality includes the ability to
transfer money, pay accounts, purchase airtime
and pay for services, all via the app or a card
(issued upon registration) connected to the
same account.

Key features also include:
• Secure, encrypted transactions and account information
• Latest security best practices
• Detailed monitoring and audit capabilities
• Free registration and download from Google Play and Apple Store
• Highly competitive transaction fees
• Instantaneous settlements
• Instantaneous transfers between accounts across the world
• Customisable value-added services, including Micro-Finance
• Mobile Network independent
• White labeled for your business
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History of XiploTeq
XiploTeq began as a banking software that was
developed to run on community-based
payphone networks in Africa.
It was a way for people without bank accounts
to transfer money, buy airtime and pay
accounts without the need to carry cash.
From there it has developed into an advanced,
powerful application that can run independently, or be partnered with financial institutions to provide customers with instant access
to their money wherever they are in the world.
By replacing the need for SMS banking, visiting
tellers and using ATMs, the XiploTeq system
provides a safe, easy-to-use, instant method for
managing your money.
In addition, the app makes it easy to transfer
money across countries, in any currency.
There is no other money transfer provider
that can match the speed, efficiency and reach
of the XiploTeq payment gateway.
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Mobile
Less than 1% of banks offer mobile banking
solutions and in most cases these systems are
no more than the ability to transact between
existing banking structures.
Consumers are gravitating away from banks,
organisations and retailers that cannot offer
them an easy platform with instant functionality in a highly mobilized world.
The XiploTeq system is built with this in mind.
It works on any mobile platform, from smartphones and tablets to desktop computers and
laptops and even designated speed point tellers

and POS machines that can be operated in
remote locations.
As well as providing seamless transactions
between devices, XiploTeq also provides
customers with a bank card that can be loaded
with money from any mobile device (using the
card number) or swiped at a speed point teller
or through an enabled POS device.
Thus, even if a customer does not have a
mobile device he or she can still transact. This
is what banking is going to look like in the next
10 years and it’s vital to start now, or become
obsolete.

How do you get it?
The XiploTeq platform is available as a white
label system for your bank, organization or
retail store. It’s still your bank, your services
and your customers. We just provide innovative, robust and proven mobile banking technology that provides your existing customer

base with a powerful, valuable mobile interface
that meets their needs for instant transactions
in a highly mobilized world. The system is
customizable, which means we can tailor a
package to best suit your specific business
needs.
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Contact
info@xiploteq.com and we will get back to you

